===================================
Episode 13: Ruth Visits Providence
===================================
At 9:30 AM, Ruth was packing up her belongings and gets ready to head to Providence
to see Christopher.
Derek: You got everything, Ruth?
Ruth: Yes, dad. I'm heading off to Providence to see Christopher.
Derek: I see. Anyway, be careful out there, Ruth.
Ruth: I will. Come, Hanna; let's go.
Hanna gets into Ruth's car and they drove. After a few miles, Hanna transformed into a
human boy; he's Ruth's familiar. He becomes skeptical about Christopher.
Ruth: Is something bothering you?
Hanna: Yes; it's Christopher. What kind of person is he? Is he a mean spirit?
Ruth: If you want him to be. Try not worry about him too much, Hanna.
Meanwhile at Providence, Christopher is at work - sorting out some applications for
Eugene's workers and strippers alphabetically.
Christopher: Ok, Catherine. I'm finished sorting out the applications; you need me to do
anything else for you?
Catherine: No thanks. You're free to go.
Christopher: OK.
Meanwhile inside the restaurant, one of the customers found blood inside one of his
pieces of fried chicken.
Customer #1: Blood!! What the hell is this?
Jimmy came to the table to see what was wrong.
Jimmy: Is there something wrong?

Customer #1: Yeah, I want my money back. Are you trying to kill me? I found blood in
one of your pieces of fried chicken.
Jimmy: I'm terribly sorry about that, sir. I'll be happy to give your money back without
any arguments.
However, Sophie is able to see that the customer was plotting something. Jimmy went
to the cash register and got $11.55 and returned back to the customer.
Jimmy: Here you go, sir.
Customer #1: This amount; you know I paid more than that.
Jimmy: I'm sorry; you only asked for a refund.
Customer #2: Oh really? I found a chicken's foot inside my chicken sandwich
Sophie: Ok; that's enough. What the hell do you two think this place is? A charity
house?
Customer #1: What's it to you? Why won't you go mind your own business, bitch.
Sophie: How dare you call me that; I should just kick your ass.
Customer #1: (slaps her.) Oh, yeah.
Christopher was punched in the face as he tried to defend Sophie. Then, Christopher
grabs Customer #1; he was just about to punch him, until Jimmy stopped him.
Jimmy: Christopher, that's enough. Don't fight.
Christopher: No, it isn't. (looks at Customer #1 and #2.) Alright, you two idiots. I suggest
you give that money back to us, right now or else.
Customer #1: Or else what? I don't think you're in a position to threaten us, fatso. (slaps
Christopher and laughs.)
Christopher: (laughs.) That's nice.
Christopher grabbed Customer #1 by the back collar and threw him to a wall. Customer
#2 tries to attack him but he was elbowed in the nose twice and kicked him in the nuts.
Then, Customer #1 gets out a knife and tries to attack him.

Sophie: Christopher, look out.
Christopher was able to catch he customer #1's arm where he had the knife and broke it.
Customer #1: My arm! I just had surgery on it, you crazy motherfucker!! Let go!!!
Sophie takes that stolen money from him. Then Christopher gets him up and grabs his
jaw, like a muffler.
Christopher: Get out of here. If I ever see you two idiots here, you're going to get your
asses kicked.
The two customers left battered and bruised.
Christopher: Jimmy, this is all your fault. We're running a business not a charity.
Jimmy: I'm sorry, Chris. I meant Christopher.
Then Eugene appears.
Eugene: What happened here?
Christopher: We caught some of our customers stealing from you; I had to rectify them.
Eugene: You did? How, by beating them up?
Sophie: They even attacked me and Christopher; he had to do something.
Eugene: I see. Come to my office, Christopher.
Christopher: OK.
Jimmy: I'm sorry.
Christopher: Too late for apologies. You need to be a real man, Jimmy; instead of a
pussy.
Christopher heads into Eugene’s office. As you can see, Christopher was getting mad at
Eugene for not noticing how these customers are stealing money from them.
Eugene: What the hell is your problem, Christopher?

Christopher: These customers are stealing money from us. How were you not able to
notice?
Eugene: And you couldn’t call the police about this?
Christopher: They were preoccupied. Besides that, this is the third time they did this;
what good is the police for when we got customers robbing us in broad daylight?!! I had
to do something.
Eugene: I see. Well, anyway, for what you just did, I’m going to have to suspend you for
three days without pay.
Christopher: (becoming angry.) What?!! Eugene, you son of a bitch.
Eugene: Do you want me to fire you instead? You either going to accept your
suspension or I can fire you immediately. You can take it or leave it; it’s your choice.
Christopher: Ok, I’ll accept it.
Eugene: Good. Now piss off!! And don’t ever do that to me again!!
Christopher was suspended for three days without pay - angering Sophie, Catherine
and Cedric. He left the restaurant expressionless; Sophie enters Eugene's office angry.
Sophie: Why did you do that for, Eugene? He was just defending Jimmy and me.
Eugene: I have my reasons.
Sophie: And what reason is it? Are you fine that a few dollars more could end up being
thousands lost for this restaurant?
Eugene: Look, Sophie. I just dealt with a ton of unruly people during my lifetime and
you're not making my job any easy.
Sophie: I don't like what you're doing here. Christopher has been doing a lot more here
than you.
Eugene: And that's a problem? Come on now, Sophie; you actually think he's a good
employee?
Sophie: Yes. You need to bring him back here; if you don't, I'll quit and you can kiss
your thousand dollars goodbye.
Eugene: You wouldn't. You lack the will power to do that.

Sophie: Watch me. If Christopher doesn't come back tomorrow, I'm leaving.
Sophie leaves Eugene's office. Meanwhile at Christopher's location, he arrives home
but someone was parked in his spot.
Christopher: What the hell is this car doing in my spot? (sees the license plate. It was
from Delaware.) Great.
Christopher heads to his apartment. He was shocked to see a puppy near the stairway.
Christopher: What the hell is this? (sees the dog come to him.) Shoo! Shoo! Shoo!
The puppy comes closer to him. Then, Lisa appears. She was shocked to see that
puppy and the puppy tried to attack her and she was as fast as she could.
Lisa: Christopher, help me.
Christopher was just about to use his Raiken powers until Iris appears and punches the
puppy straight in the face.
Christopher: Goddamn, Iris. That was a puppy.
Iris: Sorry.
Then, Ruth appears. She was shocked to see her puppy down on the ground.
Christopher: Ruth? What are you doing here? I thought you were in Delaware.
Ruth: I graduated from Delaware University last week. (looks at puppy.) Are you alright,
Hanna?
Christopher: Hanna? What kind of name is that for a dog?
Then, Hanna transforms into a young boy - shocking Christopher and Lisa, but Iris was
not surprised.
Hanna: In case you forgot, I'm Ruth's familiar. I'm Hanna; it's an honor meeting you.
Christopher: Yeah, the pleasure is all ours.

Meanwhile at Bangor, Maine, some demons affiliated with Suija got a special delivery
from Canada. It was a shipment of pure cocaine and pink Himalayan salt. The leader of
the group was feeling good about the package.
Low-Level Demon Leader: Ooh, I'm liking this. We can make two billion with these
custom-made designer drugs.
Low-Level Demon #1: What about Lord Suija? I thought this was for her.
Low-Level Demon Leader: We can give her some, but we'll have the rest all to
ourselves.
Outside, some demons encounter an econoline van approaching the entrance.
Low-Level Demon #3: Hey, is that our van?
Low-Level Demon #4: No.
Before the demons could approach the van, they were electrocuted by Leo. The leader
was able to sense that.
Low-Level Demon Leader: Shit! Demon hunters. Come on; we got to get this shipment
to Lord Suija immediately.
Before the demons could leave, Leo and his strikeforce were able to kill the demon that
was trying to escape from the back door. The leader was still alive and was shocked to
see Leo.
Low-Level Demon Leader: What do you want from me? We didn't do anything wrong.
Leo: What were you going to do with that shipment?
Low-Level Demon Leader: That's none of your business.
Leo: Where's Suija hiding?
Low-Level Demon Leader: She's far from your reach.
The demon pulls out a knife and he was ran through by Alcoa's broadsword.
Ed: Leo, these demons were planning to refine some designer drugs out of pure
cocaine and pink Himalayan salt.

Alcoa: Good thing we were able to catch them red-handed.
Leo: Let's blow this place up. The last thing we need is the police to be involved in this.
Alcoa and Ed put explosives around the house and got in the van. Leo used his Raiken
powers to blow up the house and he left along with Alcoa and Ed.

